
ORIGIN OF THE EARTH

Origin of Earth. Earth, along with the other planets, is believed to have been born billion years ago as a solidified cloud
of dust and gases left over from the.

These rocks are mostly tonalite, trondhjemite or granodiorite , types of rock similar in composition to granite
hence such terranes are called TTG-terranes. Jacobs [32] was the first to suggest that Earth's inner core â€”a
solid center distinct from the liquid outer core â€”is freezing and growing out of the liquid outer core due to
the gradual cooling of Earth's interior about degrees Celsius per billion years [33]. It started to glow red.
Finally, the iron in the center accumulated as the core. Over the past few decades, measurements of the Hubble
expansion have led to estimated ages for the universe of between 7 billion and 20 billion years, with the most
recent and best measurements within the range of 10 billion to 15 billion years. No eyes were around at that
time to view the turmoil that must have taken place on the face of Earthâ€”gigantic heaves and bubblings on
the surface, exploding volcanoes, and flowing lava covering everything in sight. From this deduction came the
suggestion that all the currently observed matter and energy in the universe were initially condensed in a very
small and infinitely hot mass. As millions of years passed, energy released by radioactive decayâ€”mostly of
uranium, thorium, and potassiumâ€”gradually heated Earth, melting some of its constituents. So if the Earth's
atmosphere was originally dominated by these gases, how did it change to the point where N2 and O2 are
dominant and CO2 is minor? Fossil fuels are the remains of the organic matter stored in sedimentary rocks.
Thus, in the early prebiotic world, RNA molecules could have been "autocatalytic"â€”that is, they could have
replicated themselves well before there were any protein catalysts called enzymes. However, it is thought that
it was basaltic in composition, like today's oceanic crust , because little crustal differentiation had yet taken
place. A singularity is a point with an extremely high temperature and infinite density. If the mass of material
in the cloud was sufficiently compressed, nuclear reactions began and a star was born. The high silica rocks of
the crust or rather the assemblage of minerals in crustal rocks generally have lower density and lower melting
temperatures than mantle rocks minerals. Related HowStuffWorks Articles. The proto-sun and proto-planets
grew by accretion of the matter that was falling in toward the center of mass. Rain created the oceans.
December opens with an increase in oxygen in our atmosphere, a by product of oxygen-producing algae that
destroy themselves by overproducing oxygen. Photosynthesis takes CO2 out of the atmosphere and replaces it
with O2. According to these calculations, the age of our galaxy is between 9 billion and 16 billion years.
Eventually the pressures and temperatures in the core of the proto-sun became great enough that hydrogen
nuclei fused together to form helium. But it is the job of science to provide plausible natural explanations for
natural phenomena. The study of the origin of life is a very active research area in which important progress is
being made, although the consensus among scientists is that none of the current hypotheses has thus far been
confirmed. The giant impact hypothesis for the Moon's formation states that shortly after formation of an
initial crust, the proto-Earth was impacted by a smaller protoplanet, which ejected part of the mantle and crust
into space and created the Moon. One such deduction was that the temperature in deep space today should be
several degrees above absolute zero. There's no concrete evidence for exactly how the Earth formed within
this nebula. What is left of these first small continents are called cratons.


